Christian Education (CE)

The Christian Education minor is designed to complement a major by preparing students to contribute to the educational ministry of a church or para-church organization. Emphases are placed on developing a biblical understanding of the educational process and preparing students to equip others to discern and respond to the call of God in every sphere of life.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

Montreat College offers a Christian Education minor that requires a minimum of 18 semester hours from the following courses:

- BB 211 Christian Doctrine (3)
- BB 305 Biblical Interpretation (3)
- CE 202 Foundations and History of Christian Education (3)
- CE 303 Discipleship & Lifestyle Evangelism (3)
- CE 408 Introduction to Pedagogy (3)
- CE 441 Internship (3)

A Christian Education minor is a great opportunity to illustrate diversity within majors that are traditionally applied in a church or mission setting. A music major, for example, who wishes to pursue a vocation as worship leader would have the added benefit of being able to contribute to the educational curriculum of the church organization as well. The CE minor provides a unique understanding of how the organizational leadership and management of daily church administration functions.